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This route follows a suggested itinerary
which participants undertake at their own risk.

scenery:
La Combe de Graydon

Before you go:
Check the weather forecast because storms happen
frequently in the mountains.
Tel. Chamonix weather station: +33 (0)8 92 68 02 74

The Dents du Midi,
Nyon and Ressachaux
in Morzine,
Mont-Blanc...
not forgetting
Graydon meadows!

Let someone know where you are going.
: 112
Avoid walking alone.
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Graydon via the cable car
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Take water and food, warm and waterproof clothing,
suitable shoes and a map showing footpaths.

Difficulty level:

easy
(blue signposts)

During the ride:

heritage: Graydon meadows
The Chapel: built in 1859 and dedicated
to the Immaculate Conception. The top sections
of the porch come from Aulps Abbey!
La Chapelle de Graydon

Graydon coomb:
an impressive wall of
cliffs surrounds the site
with rocky moraine
at the base.

To ensure you enjoy your walk or ride to the full, in complete safety
and with total peace of mind, please observe the following
guidelines:
Please be mindful of the Alpine meadows and private
property. Please remember to close gates behind you and try
not to disturb cattle or wild animals!
Dogs should be kept on a lead.
Out of respect for the beautiful surroundings, please stay
on marked routes and take your litter home with you.

Duration: 1hr

Altitude change: 635 m downhill
Weather guide: in fine weather
Starting point: cable car parking area,
in Saint Jean d’Aulps station
Signposts: PDIPR approved
MTB signposts
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The cable car at Saint Jean station is open every
Wednesday and Sunday in July and August.
Tel: +33 (0)4 50 79 61 24

For more walks or to contact
the Vallée d’Aulps Tourist Office,
telephone: + 33 (0)4 50 79 65 09
info@valleedaulps.com - www.valleedaulps.com

Map:

Portes du Soleil
MTB handbook

Graydon
via the cable car
Directions ...

Saint Jean Station
Saint Jean d’Aulps

Starting point: cable car parking area

4

Cable car
bottom station

1

Take the cable car up the mountain at Saint Jean
station. Exit the top station and turn left towards
Joranloup, Graydon. After 100 m or so there are
wonderful views for mountain bikers:
the stunning Dents du Midi peaks, Morzine’s
Ressachaux and Nyon mountains, not forgetting
the architectural wizardry in Avoriaz, where
the buildings atop the cliffs blend cleverly
into their surroundings.
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Turn right to Graydon when you reach the point
marked 1447 m on the map opposite.
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From Graydon, head down through the forest,
past the chalets at Pro d’Aulps, and then carry
straight on to the hamlet at Valletaz d’en Bas.
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The pathway continues before bearing left to
Saint Jean d’Aulps station. Rejoin the car park
by taking the road.
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Start
here
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NOTE: this route is also used by walkers,
so please give them plenty of room...
Echelle : 1/20 000

